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(7/3/13) Since Microsoft revealed the Xbox One in 2013, lots of information about the
hardware and internals of the system has leaked out. Much of it has turned out to be accurate,
but some has been less than accurate. In June, we detailed several cases of false reporting by
sites like N4G, Gizmodo, and others. Some even went as far as making "speculative claims
about console tech, like the rumor that the Xbox One's hard drive is less durable than the
current-gen model." Earlier this week, I received a story from a reader in the UK who
received an email from Microsoft with a rather lengthy update about the Xbox One's
hardware. I've attached the email and I'm posting the full contents below. Given that the
email reads like an official statement from Microsoft, it's probably a good idea to take the
information with a grain of salt until Microsoft makes an official statement about it. We
don't have any official comment to share at this time, but I wanted to make sure you are
aware of this important change. We have a strong partnership with the console maker which
has helped us to improve gaming quality and gameplay experiences across multiple genres
including action-adventure, action-platform, sports, and social. We’re always listening to the
gamer community and always want to improve and satisfy our customers. With that in mind,
today we’re making the following update to the Xbox One firmware. A couple of weeks ago,
Xbox boss Phil Spencer tweeted out a screenshot of an update to the Xbox One dashboard.
We've since heard rumors about the update and new features but have yet to see anything
official from Microsoft. The new dashboard update is being rolled out to every Xbox One
console in the world right now, though the rollout was initially scheduled for Monday. When
the update is fully rolled out, it will feature several new features. The first major change is
the ability to control the camera and see behind obstacles by simply looking up. The previous
dashboard update added a new
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